
Abstract. Advanced or metastatic pancreatic cancer is an
incurable disease. The main treatment is chemotherapy with
cytotoxic agents. On the basis of our experience in clinical
trials, the objectives have been to determine response rate, life
prolongation and clinical benefit. In our trials and in those of
other authors, all of these objectives have been met. Responses
remain low; 5-25% of patients have a partial response, life
prolongation is significantly achieved versus best supportive
care, and clinical benefit is observed in 40-60% of patients.
Rarely do patients survive for over 2 years and no patient is
cured. The standard cytotoxic treatment is the agent
gemcitabine. The addition of other agents, such as cisplatin,
irinotecan, oxaliplatin and taxanes, in combination with
gemcitabine, has shown higher response rates but overall
survival has not significantly increased. Research related to
monoclonal or gene therapies for pancreatic cancer has created
hope. The horizon has been broadened by a recent report on a
tyrosine kinase inhibitor, erlotinib (EGFR inhibitor) which has
shown significantly longer median survival, when combined with
gemcitabine versus gemcitabine alone. Other anti-angiogenic
agents, such as cetuximab and the anti-Her-2, herceptin, are
now being tested in ongoing trials. Farnesyl transferase
inhibitors represent another direction which research is taking;
this is related to the Ras-oncogenes (K-, H- and N-ras) which
are known to be involved in signal transduction pathways
regulating cell growth and differentiation in many human
cancers including pancreatic. Trials of these and other targeting
therapies have not produced the expected effectiveness. The
combination of monoclonal and/or gene therapies with cytotoxic
agents suggests there is hope for the future.

The present article is based on data from Greek trials and from
other international studies concerning the management of
advanced metastatic pancreatic cancer.

The majority of patients with cancer of the pancreas have
advanced inoperable disease at diagnosis. Of the newly
diagnosed patients, fewer than 20% are able to undergo a
radical excision of the tumor (1-3). In advanced pancreatic
cancer, chemotherapy is the treatment of choice. In past
decades, no established cytotoxic treatment existed and to
determine whether chemotherapy was to be administered to
patients with advanced disease, certain trials were performed.

Review

The cytotoxic agent gemcitabine as monotherapy has shown,
despite the low response rate, an improvement in overall survival
and a statistically significant clinical benefit and survival when
compared to the best supportive care (4, 5). Other cytotoxic
agents that have been tested have shown activity but the response
rate and the survival were not significantly increased and clinical
benefit was variable (6-11). Cytotoxic agents used for other
tumors, such as irinotecan, topotecan, docetaxel and capecitabine
have been tested. Agents in the experimental phase, such as
raltitrexed and 9-nitro-camptothecin have shown the same low
response rate, variable clinical benefit and overall survival. A
good number of phase II studies have investigated combinations
of these active drugs with or without gemcitabine in patients with
advanced or metastatic pancreatic cancer (12-22). One of the
most impressive results was a 25% response rate but without
much of an increase in median and overall survival (21, 23), in
comparison to the studies mentioned above. Despite the fact of
increasing the response rate with certain combined cytotoxic
agents, the results on the basis of other criteria such as median
survival and 1-year survival are controversial. For example, a
study which showed a 25% response rate had a 1-year survival
of 22% (21) while in two other studies with a response rate at
approximately 18% , the 1-year survival was over 30% (22, 24).
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The Greek Gastrointestinal Working Group has performed
several studies in order to increase effectiveness and to act as a
stimulant for the continuation of clinical trials for advanced
pancreatic and metastatic cancer. In one of the first studies, 33
treatment-naive patients were given single agent docetaxel at a
full dose of 100 mg/m2 administered every 3 weeks: the
response rate was only 6% (2/33 patients, 1 complete and 1
partial response). However, 19 (58% ) patients had stable
disease. The median survival was 5 months but the 1-year
survival was 36.4% . This is one example of the discrepancy
mentioned above: the 1-year survival was quite high while the
response rate was very low, (one of the lowest, as compared to
similar studies) (8). An important point was the clinical benefit
with respect to pain: a 50% reduction in analgesic consumption.

An experimental drug, the agent 9-nitro-camptothecin, has
also been tested. It was orally administered to 19 patients,
every day for 5 days, every week until disease progression. Out
of 14 evaluable patients 4 (28.6% ) achieved a partial response
and clinical benefit was observed in 13/14 (92.9% ) patients.
The median survival was 31 weeks (4.5 months) and 1-year
survival was 23.1% . Here we have a high response rate and a
rather low 1-year survival, despite the high clinical benefit
(10), which shows another discrepancy.

Eventually trials moved on to combined cytotoxic treatment,
with gemcitabine as the standard therapy. Gemcitabine 1 g/m2
on days 1 and 8 was administered in combination with
docetaxel 100 mg/m2 given on day 8, both repeated every 3
weeks until disease progression. A response rate was observed
in 7/54 (13% ) and 18 (33% ) patients had stable disease. The
median survival was low at 26 weeks but 30% of the patients
achieved 1-year survival. Clinical benefit (pain reduction) was
observed in 50% of the patients (17).

Another promising agent was irinotecan which was
combined with gemcitabine, administered as follows:
gemcitabine 1 g/m2 on days 1 and 8 and irinotecan 300 mg/m2
on day 8, both repeated every 3 weeks. The response rate was
24.7% (one [1.7% ] complete response in 60 patients and
36.7% had stable disease). Clinical benefit (pain reduction)
was seen in 45% of the patients and the median survival was 7
months (21). These data were quite promising and the
gemcitabine-irinotecan combination indicated some
improvement in treating advanced or metastatic carcinoma of
the pancreas. However, hope was betrayed by the fact that 1-
year survival was only 22.5% .

Emerging new agents in clinical practice were used in the
trials that followed. The combination of gemcitabine with an
orally administered cytotoxic agent, a fluoropyrimidine
(capecitabine), was tested. Gemcitabine was given at a dose of
1 g/m2 on days 1 and 8 and capecitabine 1300 mg/m2 per day
orally, divided into two equal doses on days 1 to 14, both drugs
repeated every 21 days. Treatment was continued until disease
progression in 53 patients. The response rate was 18.9%
(partial response) and 42% of the patients had stable disease.

The median survival was 8 months and 1-year survival was
34.8% . Pain reduction was observed in 23 out of 43 patients
(53.5% ) (24). The fact that the gemcitabine-irinotecan
combination produced a high response rate triggered our next
randomised study. Our objective was to compare the response
rate, median survival, 1-year survival and clinical benefit in two
arms of patients. In Arm A gemcitabine (900 mg/m2 on days 1,
8, 15, repeated every 4 weeks) was administered as
monotherapy, and in Arm B, gemcitabine was given at the
same dosage as in Arm A on days 1 and 8 and irinotecan at a
dose 300 mg/m2 on day 8, and both agents were repeated every
21 days. For gemcitabine monotherapy in Arm A, the response
rate was 10% , median survival 6.5 months and 1-year survival
21.8% while in Arm B the results were 15% , 6.4 months and
24.3% , respectively. No statistically significant difference was
observed in any of the parameters examined (25). Comparing
the results given in this latter study with those of a previous
phase II study (21) where gemcitabine was combined with
irinotecan, insignificant differences with respect to response
and survival were observed. There are two other trials which
used the same agents. In one, gemcitabine was combined with
irinotecan in a phase II trial and the response rate was high at
approximately 24% (25). In a phase III trial, the gemcitabine-
irinotecan combination versus single-agent gemcitabine was
examined (26). The response rate for gemcitabine-irinotecan
in this trial was 16% while in a previous study by the same
authors (23) the response rate was much higher at 24% . Such
a difference was also observed in our two trials where the same
combination was given (21, 25). Herein lies the discrepancy
between the results of the same treatment: the advantage of
response was not accompanied by any advantage in median
and 1-year survival.

The combination of gemcitabine with capecitabine in a
phase I/II trial showed a similar finding to ours as previously
mentioned (24). The response rate reported was 18.5% (20). A
phase III trial comparing gemcitabine with capecitabine versus
gemcitabine monotherapy also found no significant differences.
The response rate was 14% with monotherapy and 17% with
the combination of the two agents (27).

Other agents such as paclitaxel or cisplatin have been tested
with some effectiveness, although the results are not impressive
(16, 28, 29). Cisplatin with gemcitabine resulted in an 11.5%
objective response rate with a median survival of 8.3 months
while 57% of the patients experienced disease stability (16).
Another trial combining gemcitabine with cisplatin reported a
31% overall response rate (29). What a difference between the
response in these last two trials: 11.5% in the one and 31% in
the other. Clinical benefit in the latter trial was 45% , as is the
case in most trials.

The analogue of cisplatin, oxaliplatin, was also tested in
advanced pancreatic cancer, although the number of patients
was small. The dosages were gemcitabine 1 g/m2 and
oxaliplatin 100 mg/m2. Three of the 18 patients (16.7% )
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achieved a partial response (18). The oxaliplatin-gemcitabine
combination showed no survival improvement compared to
gemcitabine monotherapy (30). Recent phase III trials
comparing newer cytotoxic agents combined with gemcitabine
have also not shown any survival improvement compared with
gemcitabine alone (19, 25, 27, 31-35).

The failure of single-agent or combination chemotherapy to
significantly change the fate of advanced pancreatic cancer
patients with respect to survival and quality of life is indeed a
fact. In the great majority of trials, the reported 1-year survival
was not higher than 22-34% . In other words, the contribution
chemotherapy makes is mainly that of clinical benefit which
acts as palliation. The incidence rate of pancreatic cancer is
similar to its mortality rate and this is a grim prognosis. Table
I shows chemotherapy results on the basis of response rate,
stable disease and 1-year survival. The percentages of 1-year
survival are low, whether the response rate is less than 10% or
more than 20% .

Chemotherapy often gives the impression that it has a
positive effect on the tumor and that the disease is under control.
Pain, one of the most common symptoms, ceases in the majority
of patients. The patients stop losing weight and some gain body
weight. However, after 6, 7 or 12 months, there is a rapid and
severe debilitating evolution which leads to cachexia and
denutrition takes place and no help can be offered.

During the last years, research in the field of the
management of malignancies has moved intensively towards
targeting therapies. New biological and molecular pathways are
being explored and new drugs are under development. Data are
flourishing in this therapeutic direction and there is hope for
new and better management of cancer, including pancreatic
cancer (36, 37).

Tyrosine kinase pathways have been thoroughly exploited.
HER-2 (c-erb-B2) belongs to the family of tyrosine kinase
inhibitors. It is expressed or overexpressed in pancreatic cancer
and this constitutes a potential target for new drugs (38).
Recombinant anti-Her-2 mAb trastuzumab (Herceptin™) is

established as a treatment in breast cancer provided the tumor
is Her-2 positive (i.e. Her-2 overexpressed). Herceptin has
been administered in combination with gemcitabine in patients
with pancreatic cancer, but the clinical data were disappointing
(39). Inhibition of both Her-1 and Her-2 receptors through
multitargeted molecules is being tested and evaluated with
lapatinib (GW572016) in breast cancer and also in biliary and
pancreatic cancers. Preliminary preclinical studies show
promising results (40, 41).

An attractive targeting therapy is angiogenesis. Angiogenesis
involves tumor aggressiveness and the overexpression of
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in tumors led to the
production of recombinant humanized anti-VEGF mAb
[bevacizumab (Avastin)] as well as other similar agents (42).
The combination of bevacizumab and gemcitabine in
metastatic pancreatic cancer has shown promising results in a
phase II study (43). Tumor angiogenesis probably has a
multitargeted approach as it involves pro- and anti- angiogenic
molecules, receptors and intra-cellular pathways (44). Cyclo-
oxygenase (COX-2) is a key mediator in tumor growth. It has
been determined that there is an overexpression of COX-2 in
pancreatic cancer but the use of COX-2 inhibitors showed no
advantage in managing the disease (45, 46). Extracellular
matrix inhibition was another attempt at the management of
pancreatic cancer. Marimastat, an oral inhibitor of matrix
metalloproteases (stromal parenchymal interaction), was
combined with gemcitabine treatment in advanced pancreatic
cancer but failed to show any advantage (35). Components of
the extracellular matrix, such as transforming growth factor β,
fibroblast growth factor, integrins, β-catenins and others have
been suggested in order to control the desmoplastic reaction
associated with pancreatic cancer (47).

Molecular biology was then directed to the ras gene. The
Ki-ras gene (oncogene) when mutated, contributes to cell
proliferation (48). This oncogene was detected in 90% of
pancreatic cancers. Farnesyl transferase, which regulates the
synthesis of the ras-protein, was considered a target for new
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Table I. Chemotherapy results on the basis of response rate and survival.

Authors Agents No. Pts RR SD 1-year Survival

Androulakis N et al. 1999 (8) Docetaxel 33 6% 58% 36.4%
Konstandoulakis MM et al. 2001 (10) 9-Nitro-camptothecin 14 28.6% - 23.1%
Stathopoulos GP et al. 2001 (17) Gemcitabine Docetaxel 54 13% 33% 30%
Stathopoulos GP et al. 2003 (21) Gemcitabine CPT-11 60 24.7% 36.7% 22.5
Stathopoulos GP et al. 2004 (24) Gemcitabine Capecitabine 53 18.9% 42% 34.8%
Rocha-Lima CM et al. 2002 (23) Gemcitabine CPT-11 45 24% 35% 27%
Scheithauer W et al. 2003 (27) Gemcitabine Capecitabine 41 17% 33% 31.8%
Louvet C et al. 2005 (30) Gemcitabine Oxaliplatin 157 26.8% 38.2% 34.7%
Heinemann V et al. 2000 (16) Gemcitabine Cisplatin 41 11% 57% 27%
Oettle H et al. 2005 (31) Gemcitabine Pemetrexed 283 14.8% - 21.4%

RR, response rate; SD, stable disease.



agents which would inhibit the ras pathway. Such a product,
tipifarnib (Zanestra), was tested in combination with
gemcitabine versus gemcitabine alone in the treatment of
pancreatic cancer in a phase III study. The results failed to
show any improvement using the combination of agents (34).
Concerning the failure of blocking the ras pathway, it was
interpreted that this pathway could be shunted by other signals
such as ERK, MEK, RAF and others. It was also interpreted
that mutated ras may be associated with anti EGFR therapy.

Another pathway, P13/AKT/mTOR, controls many
cellular process that lead to cancer progression. Thus, mTOR
was considered as another important target in the production
of new anticancer agents. Rapamycin was created to inhibit
mTOR function. In preclinical trials it has been shown to
inhibit the growth of several human cancers including
pancreatic (49, 50).

The simultaneous blocking “cascade” of several pathways
such as Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK has been tested in tumor cell
lines and has achieved growth inhibition (51). Inhibition of
MEK1 and MEK-2 kinase by C1-1040 was effective in 12%
of patients (52). A great number of research studies
associated with gene pathways are ongoing and data showing
effective or ineffective tumor inhibition will be reported in
the near future. At the present time, there is some light at the
end of the tunnel with epidermal growth factor receptor
blockers. An overexpression of EGFR has been correlated
with poor survival (38). Encouraging preclinical data have
been reported with the use of new active compounds.
Decreased angiogenesis, inhibition of proliferation and
increased apoptotic activity led to tumor regression (53, 54).
Cetuximab, a chimeric mAb (mouse/human), is under
investigation in pancreatic cancer. Some data have already
shown promising results (55).

One of the specific tyrosine kinase inhibitors (RTK1),
erlotinib (Tarceva), has already advanced to a phase III
clinical trial and has shown optimistic results. These trials
were based on findings related to the human epidermal
growth factor receptor type 1 (HER1/EGFR) which is
overexpressed in patients with cancer of the pancreas (56,
57). The overexpression of EGFR is associated with disease
progression and a poor prognosis (58). Preclinical data
showed that blocking HER1/EGFR tyrosine kinase signaling
has an effect in human pancreatic xenografts by tumor
regression (59). The product eventually used in patients with
pancreatic cancer as an anti HER1/EGFR targeting therapy is
erlotinib (Tarceva). The trial, recently published, was phase
III, randomized, and compared the combination of erlotinib
and gemcitabine with single-agent gemcitabine in advanced
pancreatic cancer patients. Divided into two arms, 569
patients were included. The results showed a significantly
longer survival of patients treated with the combination of
erlotinib and gemcitabine versus those who had received
gemcitabine monotherapy (60). One-year survival was 23%

for the patients with the combination versus 17% with
gemcitabine (p=0.004). The median survival was 6.24 months
for the combination versus 5.91 months for single-agent
gemcitabine. This study indicates that targeting therapy may,
in the future, offer an improvement in managing patients with
advanced pancreatic cancer. However, the median and one-
year survival of the aforementioned study is no better than
that reported in other trials mentioned in the present text.
Pancreatic cancer remains a devastating disease. Moving on
to a forthcoming molecular classification of malignant tumors
may fulfill the hopes and expectations in the management of
cancer of the pancreas.
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